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Hurricane Irma Aftermath & Supply Chain Delays Throughout the USA 

Hurricane Irma has left widespread damage and obstacles throughout the Southeast region. Port 
closures had been in effect since last Thursday and Friday in Florida, including Miami, Port 
Everglades, Jacksonville, and Tampa. In addition, Savannah and Charleston also took 
precautionary measures and shut down their terminals as well, based on uncertainty of the 
hurricanes path at the time. Both ports ultimately were impacted by the storm. 

As of today, all major ports are open with some level of operational function. Savannah and 
Jacksonville came on line late Tuesday, but with continued surveying due to having greater 
impact and damage. Some smaller ports in surrounding areas are still closed as of this morning 
and likely to open at some point today.  

As in the case of Hurricane Harvey, the ports may have opened and are operational, but there 
may be limited services in the short term and there is still concern as it relates to the surrounding 
waterways to the ports as well as inland areas that will continue to have significant impact on the 
transportation flow in and out of the terminals. It could take days for significant improvement 
and perhaps weeks before they restore back to a more normal activity. Relief aid, supplies as well 
as commodities, such as fuel, will also have a priority at the ports in efforts to quickly assist 
victims, residents of harder hit areas, and of course rebuilding efforts. 

Due to the impact the recent hurricanes have had on the USA supply chain, truck rates have 
increased across the country and capacity is beginning to tighten. It is predicted to worsen in the 
coming weeks and will be compounded by the normal increase of domestic activity seen at this 
time of year, as retailers prepare for holiday sales. It is estimated that this could last into January 
in the event recovery efforts and repairs takes longer than anticipated. It is very likely that delays 
in transit times will be experienced and should be taken into consideration when planning.   

We urge you to confirm with your American Shipping Company local operations handling office 
or Account Manager before you coordinate any shipments that you had been preparing for, or 
had quoted in advance to this outcome. This is to ensure that the shipments will still be able to 
transport to the final destination as expected and verify the current rate levels in the market. 
Where need be, we can help to provide other alternatives. 

We will keep you posted on any significant changes and continue to wish those directly impacted 
by the recent storms a positive outcome. 
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